Dear Ukrainian parents and guardians,
In October of this year, Dalton elementary school* “De Kleine Kapitein” in
Amsterdam established unique educational opportunities for children from Ukraine aged
6 to 11 years.
Our school offers Ukrainian students a combined educational program, one-third of
which consists of the disciplines of "New Ukrainian School" (approved by Ukrainian
Ministry of Education), and two-thirds - focuses on mastering the Dutch and English
languages, physical and aesthetic education, as well as development of students’ soft skills
with an emphasis on individual creative development of the child and joint children's
project activities.
Your children are given the opportunity to enjoy
-

modern integrated lessons**,
guidance of motivated Ukrainian and Dutch teachers,
a friendly positive atmosphere,
communication with peers,
comfortable, spacious, modern educational facilities in one of the newest schools
in Amsterdam in the area of the most dynamic development of the city,
joint classes with Dutch students, which contribute to social adaptation and
development of language skills;
- active participation in school life.

Our common goal is to raise happy and self-confident independent people with
diverse interests, who are open to the world and at the same time nurture their own
identity.

We are happy to welcome your children to our school!

Please check the following links and don’t hesitate to contact us.
Introductory video about the school (in Dutch):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CDTlxTD918
School’s website (including contact information):
https://www.dkcdekleinekapitein.nl/contact/
For information on education of Ukrainian children at school (in Ukrainian):
Наталія Качур nataliya.kachur@dkcdekleinekapitein.nl, тел. +31639364709
Зоя Балан zoia.balan@dkcdekleinekapitein.nl, тел. +31638650388
_____________
*Dalton School
"Learn to take responsibility for your own learning"
Main features:
› adaptation of the program for each student according to his/her needs, interests and
abilities
› promoting development of independence
› development of the student's social skills, including a sense of personal responsibility
In Dalton's schools, students work at their own pace and receive one-on-one help from a
teacher when needed.
From early childhood, students are encouraged to independently plan their studies and
identify areas of their own interests.
Dalton Schools strive to provide a modern educational process that meets the interests,
abilities and needs of each student within the framework of the common curriculum, and
that reflects and promotes an understanding and respect for diversity in our community as
an integral part of school life.
**An integrated lesson is a combination of two or more subjects in one lesson. Thus, it turns
out to be more systematic and saturated, and captivates schoolchildren with an unusual
format. Integrated lessons are powerful stimulators of the child's thinking activity. Children
begin to analyze, compare, look for connections between objects and phenomena.
Integration is an extremely attractive form of lesson for a child - an unusual manner of the
lesson arouses interest; integrated lessons are often accompanied by discoveries and
innovations.

